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About This Game

The judge of the kingdom of the dead is the guide of the dead to the afterlife, but what if the living cheated death? Then the god
of the dead

appears in the world of the living and kills the deceived. The aim of the game is to search for the insidious pharaoh who escaped
death.

Anubis will be able to cut enemies with a sword, or destroy them with spells, the strength of which will depend on the choice of
talents.

In the game you can hack enemies, use magic power, making a decision
which is better to use the spell, in this or that situation.

In addition to the hack-and-slash massacre, we will explore the Egyptian "dungeon" and many more locations around it, in it we
find a bunch of gold and

not less than a bunch of enemies. We can find useful potions and artifacts. And if you look carefully, you'll find secret zones
too.

But we can run into traps, be careful!
Prepare for the spirit of exploration!
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Title: Anubis Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MyDreamForever_Old, Dark Light Studio
Publisher:
Dark Light Studio
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 600 MHz or higher processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

DirectX: Version 8.1

Sound Card: Integrated Audio

English,Russian
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dungeons. anubis insane dungeon. anubis dungeon steam. anubis dungeon. anubis dungeons and dragons

Only in it for cheap trading cards.. simple and basic game,good value for a low priced game. It's sad that there won't be sequel to
this game, as this is one of the only great games Tell Tale has made. In fact, it is the best game by Telltale. A great dark-fairy
tale story that I highly recommend.. I can't even get passed the beginning! I enjoy silly things now and then, that's why I bought
this. However I just can't get passed the poor quality of this one. Bummer though, since the concept is so creative.

  I'm keeping it in my library for a 'rainy day', but I recommend passing on this one.. For the first time, I'm not going to dislike
this DLC because of its price.

This is just an outright horrible DLC.

You know the deal by now: outfit, mission, building. Outfits are useless, so won't comment on it, but the mission and building
are the laziest put together and this is by far the worst DLC released.

The new building is the Inquisition. A colonial-era building, the Inquistion...wait, what exactly does it do? The building info
page doesn't specify what it does. The main purpose is that it allows you to persecute a faction. What this actually means isn't
explained, nor do I see any reason why you would bother persecuting factions. They're so irrelevant in the game that I doubt
players even know what the factions are. The Inquisition can also be upgraded to make money from other religious buildings,
and this can actually be quite profitable later in the game when you do have several religious buildings.

The mission is terribly designed. Although it's nice to see a colonial-era mission other than the Big Cheese, the problem is that
the colonial era is a very boring time period. It mainly serves as early-game raw material harvesting for later periods, but when
you're stuck in the colonial period, there's nothing you can really do. You don't get access to the powerful economic buildings
and you're limited to plantations and mines for income. To make things worse, you have to deal with the mandate time limit,
and when the final objective throws a 12-month delay before it triggers, you really have to play the early game right to even
make the mission winnable.

The mission objective involves identifying and removing cultists. They are revealed by the Inquisition in a similar way to the
Mad World DLC, and you have to manually click on each one to remove them (and at a price). This has to be the worst
gameplay "mechanic" used. It's a stupid game of finding exclamation marks to get rid of them. Half your buildings get wrecked
by scripted disasters every year just to frustrate you. Finally, you have to destroy the Inquisiton building and withstand a
moderately-sized invasion, which is easily held off with a few guard towers and a squad of troops.

And that's it. There's no "plot" in this mission, unlike many other DLC missions. There's no pop culture gimmick (you could
swear they would make more Monty Python references other than the Spanish Inquisition, but no). This is plain insulting to
Tropico players. There's hardly any voice dialogue in the DLC too, so for the developers to justify the cost by continually
asserting the studio work they have to do makes no sense.

It really looks like the creativity for each DLC is waning with each monthly release. What's next? The trend, unfortunately,
looks like more overpriced and lazier content.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/f0zui68UanA
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This is a first person horror game, You play as a girl named Mia, who is bald headed and completely naked throughout the
whole game, she's trapped in a dark and creepy place with lots of naked mannequins and has to solve a bunch of irritating
puzzles to escape. There is no save feature instead the game auto saves every time Mia advances to the next area. Mia will carry
a flashlight which will frequently need new batteries to keep working, you'll find batteries every time you enter a new area. If
the flashlight isn't working pressing the O button gives Mia a brief flash of light, if you hate puzzles or nudity then don't play
this.. Easily one of the best hunting games for the next gen.. Hella trippy and amazing. Imagine the feeling you get in your brain
when you ejaculate and multiply that by a factor of approximately 900000. It is insane. Insanely good. Hell yes I recommend
this♥♥♥♥♥♥. Very basic, but very nice indie top down shooter game. Yeah, graphic have little...mixed terrible and nice
(What I talking about...). And that soundtrack hear like 90's early game soundtrack, very basic and lovely. My mainly focused
on arsenal, this game have nice weapon detail, can see the mag or clip on the ground when you reload done, also they added
some their designed sci-fi weapons (Like Koroak 45, that is can't found it on history, this game said it is prototype Russia
assault rifle.) Boss is no too hard, very easy, but still need careful play with them. At last, this is very basic and fun's indie game,
that price is worth.. Into the first 5 seconds of level 2, I crashed my Heli full of wounded soldiers into a tree. Got an achievment.

9/10 would flip Heli again

+Great Physics
+Great Price

Also, i spent a good 20 mins figureing out how to go foawrd and backward then realizing it is a left to right style game.
The 3D in this game is very good
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